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Some Key QuestionsSome Key Questions

Fracture flow and transportFracture flow and transport
Water flow in mountain blocksWater flow in mountain blocks
Residence time of waterResidence time of water
Driving mechanism of deep flowDriving mechanism of deep flow
Overlap with numerous disciplinesOverlap with numerous disciplines



Current WorkCurrent Work

Residence Time/Source of Water Residence Time/Source of Water –– 1414C, C, 
33H, H, 22H, H, 1818O, O, 44He, other noble gasesHe, other noble gases
Existing bores in mine, 1Existing bores in mine, 1stst and 2and 2ndnd coringcoring
Hg Hg porosimetryporosimetry
Rock chemistry Rock chemistry –– U, U, ThTh, Li , Li –– He He 
emanationemanation



PrePre--Construction Construction 
CharacterizationCharacterization

Numerous bore holes from surface Numerous bore holes from surface 
down below main cavern down below main cavern –– vertical nestvertical nest
Monitor changesMonitor changes
Multiple pumping tests Multiple pumping tests –– connections, connections, 
permeability, etc.permeability, etc.



Faults, Fluid Flow, and Mountain Faults, Fluid Flow, and Mountain 
Block FlowBlock Flow

Jonathan Jonathan CaineCaine and Andy Manning, USGSand Andy Manning, USGS
Eric Nelson, Colorado School of MinesEric Nelson, Colorado School of Mines



Research AreasResearch Areas

Characterization of fault zone Characterization of fault zone 
architecture and permeability controls architecture and permeability controls 
on on paleopaleo-- and presentand present--day fluid flow day fluid flow 
(Vasquez Pass Fault Zone)(Vasquez Pass Fault Zone)

Timing, kinematics, reactivation, etc. of Timing, kinematics, reactivation, etc. of 
faults and relationship to fluid flow and faults and relationship to fluid flow and 
mineralization mineralization –– relationship to Front relationship to Front 
Range tectonicsRange tectonics



Research AreasResearch Areas

Permeability structure of mountain Permeability structure of mountain 
block, distribution of fluid flow block, distribution of fluid flow 
(changes with depth), controls on (changes with depth), controls on 
residence times, solute transport at residence times, solute transport at 
local to large scaleslocal to large scales

Flow at geologic time scalesFlow at geologic time scales



Detailed Distribution of Detailed Distribution of 
Groundwater AgesGroundwater Ages

Kip Solomon, University of UtahKip Solomon, University of Utah

Mean residence time is powerful conceptMean residence time is powerful concept

Using environmental tracersUsing environmental tracers

Complicated by fractured rocks Complicated by fractured rocks –– large large 
differences in ages in flowing factures, differences in ages in flowing factures, 
matrix water, nonmatrix water, non--flowing fracturesflowing fractures



Detailed Distribution of Detailed Distribution of 
Groundwater AgesGroundwater Ages

Need direct measurements to validate Need direct measurements to validate 
existing concepts or motivate new ideasexisting concepts or motivate new ideas

Install diffusion samplers for Install diffusion samplers for 44He in He in 
regular grid patternregular grid pattern

Spatial patterns of ages Spatial patterns of ages –– matrix water, matrix water, 
flowing fractures, flowing fractures, ““stagnantstagnant”” waterwater

DUSEL only type of place to do thisDUSEL only type of place to do this



Hydraulic and Tracer TestsHydraulic and Tracer Tests

Peter Cook, CSIRO Peter Cook, CSIRO -- William Sanford, CSUWilliam Sanford, CSU

Hydraulic tests Hydraulic tests –– hydraulic connectivity and hydraulic connectivity and 
““strengthstrength”” of connectionsof connections

Estimate ahead of time where injected fluids Estimate ahead of time where injected fluids 
will go and how much will go to where we will go and how much will go to where we 
want itwant it



Hydraulic and Tracer TestsHydraulic and Tracer Tests
ShortShort--term tracer tests (days to years)term tracer tests (days to years)

Selected suite of tracers to characterize flow Selected suite of tracers to characterize flow 
paths paths –– diffusion, water/rock interactionsdiffusion, water/rock interactions

Interpret environmental tracersInterpret environmental tracers

Properly design longProperly design long--term fluid injectionsterm fluid injections

Periodically repeat to quantify modificationsPeriodically repeat to quantify modifications



Experimental Reactive Transport Experimental Reactive Transport 
ProcessesProcesses

Ideas from John Ridley CSU and othersIdeas from John Ridley CSU and others
Long term experiments on coupled physical and Long term experiments on coupled physical and 
chemical processes in fractured mediachemical processes in fractured media
Connectivity in fracture networks Connectivity in fracture networks –– previous previous 
work in isolated fractures/shear zones work in isolated fractures/shear zones –– can do can do 
larger scale, 3larger scale, 3--D experimentsD experiments
Large scale flow Large scale flow channelizationchannelization on fracture on fracture 
surfacessurfaces



Experimental Reactive Transport Experimental Reactive Transport 
ProcessesProcesses

Evolution of flow geometry during stress loadingEvolution of flow geometry during stress loading
Flow and reaction along temperature gradientsFlow and reaction along temperature gradients
QuasiQuasi--steady state chemical interactionsteady state chemical interaction
Outcomes include effective hydrological and Outcomes include effective hydrological and 
rock rock rheologicalrheological parameters and mineral parameters and mineral –– fluid fluid 
chemical reactions for scaling and input to chemical reactions for scaling and input to 
numerical simulations of fracture numerical simulations of fracture –– based based 
coupled reactive transportcoupled reactive transport



Comparison of Dating Techniques Comparison of Dating Techniques 
and Changes in Age with Timeand Changes in Age with Time
Sanford, CSUSanford, CSU
Initially compare several common techniques Initially compare several common techniques 
–– 1414C, C, 3636Cl, Cl, 129129I, I, 33H, H, 44He, etc.He, etc.
Decay vs. AccumulativeDecay vs. Accumulative
Newer techniques?Newer techniques?
Repeat dating (not all) periodicallyRepeat dating (not all) periodically
Younger Younger –– water from surface; Older water from surface; Older ––
deeper waterdeeper water
Change in age Change in age –– microbes different?microbes different?



Significant Overlap with Others!Significant Overlap with Others!

Well 1 Well 2


